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I am on a commuter jet drinking coffee that tastes like the smell of cigarette smoke mingled with 

the plastic smell of an inexpensive new car. It’s better than nothing. I am on my way home from 

preaching some “special” services. With a stripped-out voice and a weary body, I am going back 

home to my day job. I have a check and some memories. 

 

According to some of the younger ones, who probably don’t fully understand the task of 

preaching, they said I “tore it up.” Although my intention was not to destroy anything, I think 

they meant that they liked the style of delivery. I probably affirmed some things they believed. I 

fit a mold they had cast long before I arrived. I hope it was helpful. 

 

Tore it up. Is that the goal and aim of preaching? I suppose it affirms our own needs for 

acceptance and it might get us a second invitation. If tearing it up, be it a sermon or anything 

else for that matter, is our goal, we all can check that one off the list. But tearing it up will be a 

rather embarrassing explanation of my ministry when I stand before the glorified Christ. 

 

Even after my best sermons—none of which have ever been published or used in homiletic 

classes—I am left feeling somewhat unfulfilled and as if I dropped the ball. I am reminded of the 

words of D. Martin Lloyd-Jones, “Any man who has had some glimpse of what it is to preach 



will inevitably feel that he has never preached. But he will go on trying, hoping that by the grace 

of God one day he may truly preach.” I have this, along with two other sayings, printed across 

the top of all my sermons. 

 

Professional development. I am reluctant to declare myself a professional; I am more of an 

apprentice. But I am deeply aware of my need for development. As I daily face a congregation 

that needs to be led into green pastures of spiritual nourishment and a world in need of 

experiencing Jesus, I often feel unprepared for the task. When I consider the rapidly changing 

world around me—the rise of technology; the political, economic, and social turmoil; the 

economic crisis; the spread and threat of Islam—I am far from able to meet the challenge. I need 

God, and I need Him badly. 

 

Shallow rhetorical skills, yelling, and keeping up a Pentecostal mantra in a microphone that is 

way too loud might be tearing it up, but it is certainly not the primary mark of effective ministry 

that is going to impact this world. It is not to our glory that visitors think we are crazy. (See I 

Corinthians 14:23.) 

 

Yes, we need to preach well and with passion. There is no excuse for bad preaching. Period. Our 

preaching is a fruit plucked from a disciplined life. If we dare to stand and preach, it should only 

be after serious spiritual and intellectual preparation. 

 

Ignorance is no virtue. Neither is it a spiritual fruit or gift. The fact that God has used the 

ignorant and unlearned is not an endorsement of ignorance. God has used a variety of things to 



accomplish His purpose—a donkey, a worm, a backslidden king—but this is no call to emulate 

these things. This only demonstrates God’s grace and His ability to use whatever we make 

available to him.  

 

Preparation is not in conflict with being led of the Spirit. God can anoint a well-studied mind as 

well as an ignorant mind. (See John 5:39; II Timothy 2:15; I Peter 3:15.) 

 

Be assured that God’s blessing will fall upon those who are about His business. Would we rather 

have God’s blessing fall on ignorance or intelligence? Would we rather have God’s blessing fall 

upon an empty vessel or a full vessel? Would we rather have God’s anointing fall upon a 

sharpened ax or a dull blade? I would rather be a saw with teeth than one without. 

 

Four people got the Holy Ghost this weekend. But it was not because I tore it up. It was because 

God is gracious. In spite of me, they saw Him. I will be preaching to Buddhists halfway around 

the world in a few weeks. I wonder if they will think I tore it up. 


